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Extended Warranty for the long road ahead

A Volvo Used Truck Driveline warranty is already a market leader. For the period of cover, mileage allowance, and covered
items (including Ad‐Blue systems and clutch) there are few if any worthy rivals. It is a manufacturer backed product and has a
number of advantages over the more widely supplied third party insurance products. For instance there is no VAT to pay on
any claims. Claims will not be subject to a loss adjuster. With your cash‐ﬂow in mind, authorised claims are se led direct to
the repairing dealer, so there’s no the need for you to pay out and then have to reclaim. Claims will be judged and authorised
by Volvo people based on the physical nature of the fault, not by a third party loss adjuster focused on minimising costs for an
insurance company. Breakdown cover is also included for authorised claims and there is no limit to the claim amounts or
number of claims. You can even add European cover should you operate on the con nent or in Ireland.
We at Volvo Used Trucks are constantly looking to drive progress in everything we do. So in January 2020 we are introducing
an extended warranty product to enhance further our exis ng strong warranty oﬀering. The extended warranty can be taken
out on any Selected or Approved vehicle at the point of purchase. It will extend the warranty by a further 12 months or
180,000 kilometres. In eﬀect this means that it is possible to purchase vehicles from us and have warranty cover up to 8 years
old and beyond 1 million kilometres. A testament to the durability and reliability of the Volvo product we supply.
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